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Advancing the Idea of ‘Environment Lethbridge’
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Billion Dollar Green Challenge

Allocating Alberta’s Water

Lethbridge College has
joined the Billion Dollar
Green Challenge with an
investment of $250,000. This
challenge ‘encourages colleges, universities, and other
nonprofit institutions to invest a combined total of one
billion dollars in selfmanaged green revolving
funds that finance energy
efficiency improvements.’

ings in energy utilities.
The goals of the challenge
are to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions by fostering a
culture of resource efficiency, expand financial resources for future projects,
establish best practices for
educational institutions, and
to provide research opportunities for faculty and students.

Water Matters has released a
new study on the allocation
of water in Alberta. The paper argues that the province
faces “serious and growing
risks from increasing water
demand driven by population
growth and the expansion of
water-intensive land-uses,
declining water supplies and
quality, and increasingly impaired aquatic ecosystems.”

The funds allocated are considered ‘revolving funds,’ as
expenditures are expected to
be returned through cost sav-

To date, there are 44 institutions involved in North
America, with a total commitment of $88 million,

A series of recommendations
address the need for policy
options and mechanisms for
reallocating water to the environment, including a re-

view of current licensing
agreements and acknowledgement of science-based
values for instream flow
needs (IFN).
Water users and license
holders were interviewed for
their feedback on water issues and management opportunities. Comments suggested a comfort with the existing system, a distrust of government decisions, and an
understanding that more has
to be done to ensure the
health of the rivers.
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What’s Behind the Back-Door of CETA and TPP Trade Negotiations?
There has been a background buzz for
that past couple of years of expanding
trade deals, one between Canada and
the European Union, and the other
with the Pacific region.
CETA (Comprehensive Economic and
Trade Agreement) is being negotiated
between the federal and provincial
governments and the European Union
(now in its 10th round of talks). Specifics of the agreement are uncertain as
the participants have been bound to
confidentiality. Though the specifics of
the agreement cannot be disclosed, this
has not prevented federal ministers
from recently touring the country to
express why it will be good for Canadians – fortunately, there is no reason
not to trust our governments to work in
our best interests.
Some of the concerns being raised
about proposed CETA rules revolve
around the restrictions to ‘subnational’
trade – that is, procurement, services
and trade that occur within the country.
‘Made in Canada’ content requirements would be challenged, as would
‘Buy Local’ policies that discriminate
against EU suppliers. Procurement, job
creation, and trade could no longer be

targeted to specifically foster local or
national economic goals, or sustainability initiatives. For example, efforts
to facilitate innovation, promote social
goals, support food security, provide
local services like water and
wastewater treatment and distribution,
or address environmental problems
would no longer be allowable under
the trade agreement.
Many see a strong correlation between
the direction of the CETA negotiations
with the recent federal government
assault on the Wheat Board and a
broad spectrum of environmental laws
and regulations. Expanded rules on
patents will allow biotechnology, pesticide and seed companies to restrict
the rights of farmers to save, reuse and
sell grain - and they are more vulnerable as they act as independent marketers. Furthermore, the new trade rules
will make it much more difficult to
enact stricter environmental regulations in the future (a situation aggravated by the recent emasculation of
law and regulations that protect the
environment).
In the past two years, dozens of municipalities, non-government organiza-

tions, and school boards have passed
resolutions expressing concern about
the impact to ‘subnational’ decisionmaking, procurement regulations, and
the delivery of public services. Many
have asked for a ‘clear and permanent
exemption’ from the trade agreement.
The Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) is
an agreement with the United States
and eight other countries around the
Pacific Ocean. Some find it curious
how little Canada gains from the terms
of the TPP, and suggest that this agreement is a back-door mechanism to
force regulatory changes within the
country. In entering the negotiations,
Canada agreed to adhere to the terms
already established by the process, and
that the terms of the agreement will
remain secret until concluded. The two
main targets of the agreement appears
to be the strengthening of corporate
control of intellectual property, and
restricting current agricultural supply
management practices on dairy, eggs,
and poultry products.
It is clear that Canadians will not know
the extent and impact of these trade
negotiations until they are ratified.

Interesting Links:
Grass to Xeriscape Cost Benefit Analysis and Qualitative Study
The Impact of Wind Power on Household Energy Bills

oldmanbasin.org

http://thegwpf.org/images/stories/gwpf-reports/hughes-evidence.pdf

Public Awareness and Acceptance of Carbon Capture and Storage in Canada

IPAC-CO2 Research Inc

Southern Alberta Group for the Environment (SAGE)
A Leading Voice for a Healthy and Environmentally Sustainable Community.
Visit us at: http://sage-environment.org/
If you are interesting in getting involved, contact us at:
sage-communications@sage-environment.org
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The Creation: An appeal to save life on Earth (2006)
Famed Harvard professor, Edward O.
Wilson has wri+en extensively on nature, ecology, and human impact on the
biosphere. The Crea on is his latest appeal to raise awareness on the importance of sustaining the ecosystems
upon which human life relies: “the fate
of Crea)on is the fate of humanity.”

the wild state and the physical and chemical equilibrium their species generate
through interac)on with one another:
But it is also nothing less than that commonality and equilibrium” (p.32). The
sixth mass ex)nc)on that we are imposing on Earth, Wilson calls the Eremozoic
Era – the Age of Loneliness.

The Crea on is wri+en to an imaginary
pastor with the hope of bridging “the
two most powerful forces in the world
today”: science and religion. Nonetheless, the book is wri+en for everyone.

One of the conﬂic)ng messages of the
book (and one of environmentalism in
general) relates to the diﬀerence between nature-in-itself and nature-forhumankind. For example, compare Wilson’s deﬁni)on for living nature as the
‘commonality and equilibrium’ of organisms (above) with the deﬁni)on of environmental damage as “any change that
alters our surroundings in a direc)on
contrary to humanity’s inborn physical
and emo)onal needs” (p.27). Similarly,
Wilson asks “But what is Nature?” and he
oﬀers: “The simplest possible answer is
also the best: Nature is that part of the
original environment and its life forms
that remains aCer the human impact.
Nature is all on planet Earth that has no
need of us and can stand alone” (p.15).

Wilson begins by describing the sheer
destruc)ve power of our species on the
ecosystem: “We have, all by our bipedal,
wobbly-headed selves, altered Earth’s
atmosphere and climate away from the
norm. We have spread thousands of
toxic chemicals worldwide, appropriated 40 percent of the solar energy available for photosynthesis, converted almost all of the easily arable land,
dammed most of the rivers, raised the
planet sea level, and now, in a manner
likely to get everyone’s a+en)on like
nothing else before it, we are close to
running out of fresh water. A collateral
eﬀect of all this frene)c ac)vity is the
con)nuing ex)nc)on of wild ecosystems, along with the species that compose them. This also happens to be the
only human impact that is irreversible” (p.29).
Expanding on species loss: “With the
global species ex)nc)on rate now exceeding the global species birthrate at
least a hundredfold, and soon to increase to ten )mes that much, and with
the birthrate falling through the loss of
sites where evolu)on can occur; the
number of species is plumme)ng” (p.84). Wilson decries the ‘zooand-garden’ op)on of preserving species, arguing that nature is far to complex for it to be preserved piecemeal.
For him, “living nature is nothing more
than the commonality of organisms in

So, it seems, Nature is what is outside of
human inﬂuence - it is what is leC over
aCer we have consumed, converted, and
polluted in our eﬀorts to sustain and entertain our popula)on. I think this perspec)ve is common enough, but it belies
the message being delivered to the pastor, whose religion is being accused of
viewing nature as serving the needs of
humankind. To be clear, there seems to
be a struggle between in Wilson’s argument between a ‘deep’ green perspec)ve
(in which nature includes the human species and has an intrinsic value) and a
‘shallow’ green perspec)ve (in which
nature has value for the human species).
Along these lines, Wilson cites a study
that concluded “that in order to put a
protec)ve umbrella over the twenty-ﬁve
ho+est spots [for species diversity] on

the land … would require one payment
of about $30 billion. The beneﬁt, if the
allotment is joined with wise investment
strategy and foreign policy, would be
substan)al protec)on for 70 percent of
Earth’s land-dwelling fauna and ﬂora” (p.98). Similarly, to “regulate a reserve network covering 20 – 30 percent
of the ocean surface would cost between $5 billion and $19 billion annually” (p.99). In other words, before you
can say ‘collateralized debt obliga)on’
we could protect a majority of the species on earth within their ecosystems.
The fact that we don’t do this begs the
ques)on on how we value nature. From
a deeper green perspec)ve, we would
understand that conserva)on is simple
prudence - as quoted, “the fate of Crea)on is the fate of humanity.” But from a
shallow green perspec)ve, the ques)on
would be: “What do we get for that investment?” Imposing our system of valua)on on Nature in this way (precisely,
by giving it a monetary value) implies
that Nature is for us to use, and the
price we pay has to be worth it (for us).
PuLng a value on nature frames the
discussion from a ‘resourcist’ perspec)ve, as opposed to a more conserva)onist perspec)ve.
The Crea on is a wise book wri+en by a
learned person for the worthy goal of
aligning the powerful inﬂuence of religion with the insights of science - par)cularly as it relates to the perseverance
of Nature as a whole (including us). His
personal development and experiences in biology are engaging and soCens
an otherwise blunt
exposi)on.
Three and a half
wind turbines means
it is a solid book.

